
RASPIR, LLC 
Our facility planning expertise, experience, 

and evident customer satisfaction! 
 
 



Industrial & Manufacturing 

Foundries 





Work done for the Foundries 

 Plant layout, product flow, resources mapping. 

 Quality study for cores, molds, melting, cleaning 

 Layout for all your foundry equipment 

 Ductwork, Electrical, Gas, Water, Air Lines. 

 Quality pursuit, FMEA, LEAN, Six Sigma 

 Operator needs: 

 Safety concerns 

 Fresh Air Ventilation 

 Egress concerns 

 Tool Carts, Cabinets 

 Ergonomics Issues 

 Material Handling Selection 

 



Ergonomics, Egress, Access, and most importantly, Safety! 
See the jib crane? It was needed by the operators, to remove the launders 
around the nodular iron ladle. Also a hood which is not shown. This was 

deliberated with union operators.  
(Notice the calcium carbide pipe coming from above left?) 



Existing structures, new structures, ductwork, equipment, walkways, 
concrete foundations, piping, electrical, full clearance checking, total 
design loads, ergonomics, egress……all coordinated in one place. 
 
Equipment layouts, are highly integrated into the selected process flow 
map generated in the facility planning process. As you can see above, 
coordination with all the engineering disciplines is needed. 
 
We have handled some very large jobs this way, we are certain to handle 
the smaller ones! 



Foundry layout goes from overall 
equipment location drawings at 
right, to 3D schematic layouts of 

piping, and clearance 
arrangement studies of passing 

monorail carriers. 
 

RASPIR, has been there. 



Foundry layouts, involves material handling. 

The material handling carrier rail system, has to route 
to many places, and get to the operator in with an 
ergonomic presentation. 
 
3D equipment layouts, are the only way to do this 
anymore. And in the below system, the actual carriers 
were simulated to move within the layout. This 
discovered interferences as the carriers made a 90 
degree turn. 

 
RASPIR equipment layouts are the most thorough on 
the market today.  



 Ford Cleveland Casting Plant 

 Chrysler Indianapolis Foundry 

 GM Defiance Foundry 

 Dexter Foundry, Fairfield, Iowa 

 NEMAK, aluminum foundries, Canada 

 Alcoa Aluminum Foundry, Forging 

 I Schumann, Bedford, Ohio 

 Foseco Metallurgical Additives 

 
There are some now defunct of course, and your may not be 
on the list. But this list is only show that we at RASPIR have 

been there and done that. 

Foundries that we have experience in: 
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